FEBRUARY SSA LIAISON

- X3T9.7 (no activity, pending full approval)

- SSA User's Industry Group (SSA-UIG)
  - Managed by ENDL, held at the X3T9 meeting locations
  - Kicked off in January (Charter, Sign-up, Specifications distributed)
  - February meeting (Austin) 9-5 Wednesday 2/17 (P1394 conflict)
  - March meeting (LA) 1-5 Monday 3/15 (ATA conflict)

- Documentation
  - Specifications distributed in January (SSA-PH, SSA-SCSI)
  - SSA Chip datasheet available February meeting (18 pages)
  - Full SSA chip specification available soon (150-200 pages)

- February SSA-UIG Agenda
  - Where is SSA-UIG/X3T9.7 going
  - Detailed SSA discussion
  - Overview of SSA chip
  - SSA tester discussion
  - Proposal discussion
    - Third party commands
    - Auto Sense
    - Performance analysis appendix
    - Parallel SCSI-2 to SSA message comparison appendix
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